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Demonstrations Programme 
 
Please sign up in the concourse of the Austin Pearce (AP) building for any demos you may want to 
hear! We have a variety of research demos and Yamaha’s acoustic enhancement system for you to 
visit and experience, located in the nearby PATS building and the Teaching Block (TB). 

D.1 in PATS Studio 1 
"Yamaha AFC3 temporary installation" 
Ron Bakker & Tim Harrison, Yamaha 
 
Yamaha's AFC3 is the 3rd generation of hybrid regenerative acoustic enhancement systems since 
1987, using FIR filtering and spatial averaging techniques to achieve system stability with a small 
amount of independent channels. The 'hybrid' part of the AFC3 system consists of a 4-channel 
convolution reverberator that is used to adjust the existing acoustic response of the room - rather 
than replacing it, which is the domain of the 'in-line' systems. The installation is a small single 
module system that enhances the diffuse reverberation field in the audience area as well as on 
stage, using an AFC3-FIR DSP core with four DPA 4060 omnidirectional microphones, twelve 
IF2108 loudspeakers, and Dante based audio distribution. 

D.2 in PATS Control 1 
"Recreating a multisource spatial sound scene with a GPU accelerator" 
José Antonio Belloch, Universitat Politècnica de València 
 
We have developed a real-time binaural sound application that runs on GPU notebooks. The 
application renders spatial sound by using HRTFs filters. Our application offers the possibility to 
the user of moving multiple sound sources in real time around the user's head. 

D.3 in PATS Control 2 
"A superdirective loudspeaker array for improving TV audio for the hearing impaired" 
Marcos F. Simón Gálvez & Jordan Cheer, University of Southampton 
 
This device is designed to generate a highly-directive sound beam for spatially localized audio 
enhancement. This technology improves the intelligibility of audio material delivered to listeners 
with reduced hearing capabilities. 

D.4 in PATS Studio 2 
"Surrey sound sphere: multi-zone sound field control" 
Phil Coleman & Alice de Oliveira, University of Surrey 
 
Selected methods for creating personal sound zones within the Surrey sound sphere will be 
presented for comparison with various combinations of programme material, including mono and 
stereo examples. 

D.5 in PATS Edit 1 
"POSZ distraction listening test" 
Jon Francombe, University of Surrey 
 
Participate in a short listening test to evaluate perceived distraction of musical signals reproduced 
via binaural recordings of a sound zone system. This will demonstrate aspects of the POSZ project 



perceptual experiment methodology, and will emphasise the importance of considering the 
programme material as well as the method used to create the sound zones. 

D.6 in PATS Edit 3 
"POSZ speech acceptability listening test" 
Khan Baykaner, University of Surrey 
 
Take part in a short listening test to judge the acceptability of a range of speech-based radio show 
items that have been binaurally recorded in a sound zone system. You will be able to experience 
an example of the POSZ project perceptual experiment methodology, and will be able to hear how 
the type of interfering signal affects the acceptability of the experience. 

D.7 in TB‐7 Listening Room 
"Compact 16-channel loudspeaker array" 
Ferdinando Olivieri, Mincheol Shin & Filippo Fazi, University of Southampton 
 
This technology has been developed in collaboration between the University of Southampton and 
the University of California, San Diego. The real-time DSP engine allows for multi-zone sound 
reproduction and as multi-channel cross-talk cancellation for binaural audio and for beamforming 
with listener tracking. 

Provisional Schedule 
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This programme is accurate at time of printing. See updates at http://www.aes.org/conferences/52 


